Spotlight on topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps: a review
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Abstract: Mechanical hyperalgesia defined as decreased pressure pain thresholds (PPTs) is commonly associated with pain. In this narrative review, we report the current state of the art within topographical pressure sensitivity maps. Such maps are based on multiple PPT assessments. The PPTs are assessed by an a priori defined grid with special focus on both spatial and temporal summation issues. The grid covers the muscle or the body region of interest using absolute or relative values determined from anatomical landmarks or anthropometric values. The collected PPTs are interpolated by Shepard or Franke and Nielson interpolation methods to create topographical pressure sensitivity maps. This new imaging technique has proven to be valuable in various disciplines including exercise physiology, neurology, physical therapy, occupational medicine, oncology, orthopedics, and sport sciences. The reviewed papers have targeted different body regions like the scalp, low back, neck–shoulder, and upper and lower extremities. The maps have delineated spatial heterogeneity in the pressure pain sensitivity underlining the different extents of pressure pain hyperalgesia in both experimentally induced and disease-associated pain conditions. Furthermore, various intervention studies have proven the utility of topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. Topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have contributed to revealing the efficacy of therapeutic, ergonomic, or training interventions that aim at reducing pain.
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Introduction

Pain is defined as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage”.1 Pain is often associated with mechanical hyperalgesia, expressed as decreased pressure pain threshold (PPT). Mechanical hyperalgesia is a common manifestation of sensitization of nociceptive pain pathways, and it can be associated with peripheral or central sensitization mechanisms. For instance, peripheral sensitization (defined as increased responsiveness and reduced threshold of peripheral nociceptors to stimulation of their receptive fields) is usually characterized by a localized decrease in response threshold to different noxious stimuli, increased responsiveness to a nociceptive stimulus, and increased receptive field sizes.2 Central sensitization (defined as an increased response to pain stimulation mediated by amplification of signaling to the central nervous system) may occur as a result of two mechanisms: long-lasting increased peripheral excitation (sensitization) or decreased pain inhibition. Regardless of the mechanism involved, mechanical sensitization is clinically
manifested as hypersensitivity over distant pain-free areas, that is, generalized and/or widespread pain hypersensitivity to pressure.²

Most commonly, pressure pain sensitivity is assessed by means of an electronic algometer. The person tested is carefully instructed to press a stop button as soon as the perception of the stimulus changes from pressure to pain (defined as the PPT) or when he or she no longer can tolerate the pressure (pressure pain tolerance). The mean of three trials on each assessed point, with a 30–60 seconds resting period between each trial to avoid temporal summation, is usually derived. Nevertheless, recent studies have observed that reliable measurements (intra class correlation coefficient ranging from 0.86 to 0.99) can also be achieved with two³ or one⁴ repetition.

Some systematic reviews and meta-analyses have reported moderate to large differences in PPT between adults with headache⁵ and adults with knee osteoarthritis⁶ compared with asymptomatic controls. These reviews concluded that patients experienced lower PPTs (hyperalgesia to pressure pain) as a manifestation of sensitization mechanisms. However, most studies included in the reviews analyzed PPT over a single standardized point, usually within the symptomatic area (eg, the head or the knee) or over a single standardized point in a distant pain-free area (eg, the tibialis anterior or the hand).⁵,⁶

In clinical practice, it is commonly observed that the same anatomical area does not exhibit the same mechanical sensitivity to pressure. Over the last two decades, we have extensively developed and demonstrated the utility of multiple site assessments of PPT. As such, PPT recordings enable the mapping over an area, that is, portion or entire muscle or anatomical body area, leading to a new imaging modality for assessment distribution of sensitivity to pain: the topographical pressure pain sensitivity map.⁷ The application of topographical pressure sensitivity maps has widely contributed to a better understanding of manifestations of pain processing in several domains, including, for instance, experimentally induced or disease-associated pain conditions, sport sciences, and ergonomics interventions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, to date no review paper has addressed this topic in the available scientific literature. Therefore, this narrative review will describe the current data on topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps from methodological and scientific points of view. First, we present the methodological aspects behind the generation of the pressure pain sensitivity maps and then the scientific achievements in relation to the investigated muscles or body regions, that is, trapezius, temporalis, scalp, shoulder, elbow, hand, low back, knee, foot, and lower extremity in both experimentally induced and disease-associated pain conditions.

**Methodology of topographical pressure pain maps**

**Recording grid and spatial considerations**

In order to generate topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps, a grid to be used during PPT assessments is to be defined. Until now, two different types of grids have been applied:

1. grids using absolute values based on determined anatomic landmarks to assess PPTs, for example, the study by Fernández-de-las-Peñas et al⁸ investigating changes in pain sensitivity in tension-type headache (TTH) on the temporalis muscle; and

2. grids using relative values based on anatomic landmarks and anthropometric values to locate areas for determining the PPTs, for example, the study by Binderup et al⁹ analyzing changes on trapezius muscle sensitivity to pressure after eccentric exercise.

The second aspect to take into consideration is the number of assessed PPT points. This is important for two main reasons: the spatial resolution (distance between two adjacent locations) and the spatial summation of pain. Pain summation can actually occur in case of repeated stimulations close to one another.¹⁰,¹¹ In fact, PPTs are generally assessed with 20–60 second intervals between trials to avoid temporal summation.¹⁰,¹¹ The assessment order can be selected either column wise/row wise or randomly to avoid spatial temporalization.¹⁰ Finally, the number of PPT points is to be adjusted with respect to the time allowed for the assessments. In general, we have considered that the PPT recordings should not last more than 1 hour to avoid boredom or a lack of alertness.⁷

**Topographical mapping by muscle**

The third aspect is the anatomical body region of interest. It should be noted that current topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have been empirically constructed based on clinical aspects of the conditions associated with the body area of interest. In fact, topographical pain maps have been created for individual, for example, temporalis, trapezius, or infraspinatus, and for body regions, for example, shoulder, elbow, head, or lower limbs.

For the neck–shoulder region, the trapezius muscle has attracted a lot of attention. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first study reporting topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps was conducted in 2005.¹² For the trapezius, the following 11 points were originally used: 1) suboccipital
musculature, 2) transverse process of C5, 3) transverse process of C7, 4) middle point between the spinous process of C7 and the acromion, 5) 2 cm superior to the superior angle of the scapula, 6) superior angle of the scapulae, 7) 1 cm medial to the acromion–clavicular joint, 8) 3 cm superior to the middle of the spiniae of the scapula, 9) 2 cm distal to the middle of the spiniae of the scapula, 10) middle point between the spinous process of T4 and medial border of the spiniae of the scapula, and 11) middle point between spinous process of T6 and medial border of the spiniae of the scapula.13 (Figure 1A). The topographical map of the trapezius has been extended to 32, 36, and 48 points, respectively, covering the sole trapezius, the trapezius including the postural neck region and the trapezius, the postural neck region and the spinal processes.14 In these alternative maps, the distance between C7 and the acromion was used to define the PPT maps. A distance of one sixth of the C7–acromion distance was used with the exception of the four points located over the posterior–lateral part of the neck (here the horizontal distance was set to one seventh of the C7–acromion distance). The distance between the adjacent point and the acromion and the distance between the points over the spinal processes and the muscle points were set to one twelfth of the C7–acromion distance.14

For the infraspinatus muscle, 10 points were used considering the triangular shape of the muscle.15 Each point was a circular subarea with an area of 1.0 cm² (area of the probe of a pressure algometer) (Figure 1B). With a similar approach, Ge et al used 13 points to cover the upper part of the trapezius muscle corresponding to 13 circular points with an area of 1.0 cm² each.16 In another study, 14 points were used to determine maps in the clavicular portion of the trapezius muscle; three rows of 4 and 5 points separated by 2 cm.17

For topographical pain maps on the temporalis muscle, nine points covering the entire muscle have been used.8,18 The nine points forming a rectangle were localized based on the ear of each participant (anatomical reference point). The vertical line of the ear was used to define the central column and considered as the center of the muscle belly. Then, three vertical points separated by 1.5 cm were marked. Finally, these points were used to define the anterior and posterior columns. The vertical distance between the assessed points was set to 1 cm (Figure 1C).

In another study, 12 points forming a 3×4 matrix (separated by one sixth of the C7–acromion distance) were used to determine maps in the deltoid and the pectoralis major muscles in patients with post-mastectomy pain.19

Finally, the tibialis anterior muscle was mapped using five sites equally interspaced between the distal and proximal musculotendinous junction of the muscle.20

**Topographical mapping by anatomical area**

Pressure pain sensitivity maps of the low-back region used the spinous processes from L1 to L5 vertebra to generate a map of 14 points. The distance between spinous processes from L1 to L5 was used to define the distance between adjacent points. A column of 5 points was placed bilaterally at one fourth of the L1–L5 distance from a fictive line joining L1–L5 spinous processes. A second column of two points was set bilaterally at one half of the L1–L5 distance at L2 and L3 level21 (Figure 2).

For pressure pain sensitivity maps of the scalp, 21 points have been used. The location and the nomenclature of these points were based on standard positioning using the international 10/20 and 10/10 systems for electroencephalogram recordings.22 Therefore, eight points on the right (Fp2, F4,
F8, C4, T4, P4, T6, and O2), eight points on the left (Fp1, F3, F7, C3, T3, P3, T5, and O1), and five points along the mid-sagittal curve (Fpz, Fz, Cz, Pz, and Oz) were marked in the scalp (Figure 3).

More recently, the following anatomical landmarks (the acromion, C7, and the insertion of the deltoid muscle) were used to define a map of 33 points in the shoulder region.23 In this map, a compass was used to define a Cartesian plane and determine the position of equidistant points covering the anterior, medial, and posterior part of the shoulder (Figure 4).

For the upper extremities, pressure pain maps of the palm of the hand and the dorsal aspect of the elbow covering wrist extensors have been generated. For the hand, 23 or 30 points covering the volar side of the hand have been used. The phalanxes have been assessed. Four points have been located over the thenar muscles, the lower end of the hypo-thanar, head of second metacarpal bone, and head of fifth metacarpal bone. Points in the middle of these landmark points have also been assessed (Figure 5).

For the elbow area, PPT maps have been assessed using a $3 \times 4$ matrix (separated by 2 cm)26—four points in the superior part, four points in the middle part, and four points in the lower part around the lateral epicondyle. The lateral epicondyle was used as the reference point. Then, a downward line from the lateral epicondyle was defined as the central column of the map and used to define the position of the anterior and posterior columns. Interestingly, a cadaveric study showed an association between the assessed PPT points over the elbow area and wrist extensor musculature.27

Concerning the lower extremities, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps of the foot,28 the knee,29 and the entire lower limb30 have been generated. For the foot, seven anatomical locations including the first, third, and fifth metatarsal bones, the belly of the abductor digiti minimi muscle, the belly of the flexor digitorum brevis muscle, the belly of the abductor hallucis muscle, and the calcaneus bone were used to form the PPT maps of the plantar region of the foot (Figure 6).28 For the knee, eight points over the peri-patellar region related to anatomical bony landmarks were used:29 1) 2 cm distal to the inferior medial edge of patella, 2) 2 cm distal to the inferior lateral edge of patella, 3) 3 cm lateral to the mid-point on the lateral edge of patella, 4) 2 cm proximal to the superior lateral edge of patella, 5) 2 cm proximal to the superior edge of patella, 6) 2 cm proximal to the superior medial edge of patella; 7) 3 cm medial to the mid-point on the medial edge of patella; and 8) the center of patella (Figure 7).

For the entire lower extremity, the maps were based on 23 points,30 including two points for the rectus femoris, one for the tensor fasciae latae, three points for vastus lateralis, one point for vastus medialis, four points for biceps femoris, four points for semimembranosus and semitendinosus, one point for tibialis anterior, two points for peroneus, four points for gastrocnemius, and one point for soleus muscles (Figure 8).

In conclusion, the proposed recording grid setups provide adequate coverage of the regions of interest. Furthermore, the grid setups are simple and rather quick to measure up, and they provide a good basis for the PPT maps.
Interpolation methods

Estimation through interpolation of the PPT values between the recording points is necessary to visualize topographical pressure pain maps. The most simple and commonly used way of interpolation between two known values is the linear interpolation. It can only interpolate in two dimensions and is not of interest when interpolating PPT data using the selected grids. A more appropriate method is the inverse...
distance interpolation where the unknown values of any point are computed as a summation of all assessed point values multiplied with an adjustment factor representing the distance between every known and unknown PPT point.\(^7\) This is expressed by the following mathematical formula:

\[
F(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i f_i
\]

where \(n\) is the number of recorded points, \(f_i\) the value of the recorded point and \(w_i\) is the weighting coefficient of the recorded point. In the classical form given by Shepard,\(^31\) the weighting coefficient value is computed as:

\[
w_i = \frac{h_i^{-2}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} h_j^{-2}}
\]

where \(h_i\) is the distance between the interpolated point and the recorded point given by:

\[
h_i = \sqrt{(x-x_i)^2 + (y-y_i)^2}
\]

where \((x,y)\) are the coordinates for the interpolated point and \((x_i,y_i)\) are the coordinates of each assessed point. A somehow improved method of inversed weighted interpolation was proposed by Franke and Nielson\(^32\) where the weighting coefficient is computed as:

\[
w_i = \frac{\left[ \frac{R-h_i}{Rh_i} \right]^{-2}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{R-h_j}{Rh_j} \right]^{-2}}
\]

where \(R\) is the distance from the interpolated point to the most distant recorded point.

Both the methods have relevant properties, that is, the values of the interpolated points are all within the boundaries set by the assessed PPT values. Of note, this property is not considered when using the Clough and Tocher interpolation.\(^33\)

A possible problematic issue is that the interpolated points are somewhat symmetric around the assessed points. Binderup et al showed the non-linearity of the inversed distance interpolation method using Franke and Nielson weighting coefficients.\(^7\) In conclusion, the presented interpolation method enables the generation of the PPT maps in a representative way allowing for meaningful interpretation based on the visual inspection alone. The topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps display the topography of pressure pain sensitivity between the deep structures of the same muscle and between different muscles.

**Studies reporting topographical pressure pain maps**

In this section, we present papers reporting topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps in various experimentally...
induced and disease-associated pain conditions covering very distinct fields like pain in various body regions engulfing neck–shoulder, low back, headache, and migraine as well as the effects of eccentric training, turf type, and ergonomics interventions. In general, decreased PPTs highlighting hyperalgesia were found in experimentally induced and disease-associated pain conditions. Interestingly, the topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps enable detection of heterogeneity in pressure pain sensitivity, offering a way to picture the extent of hyperalgesia as well as the effects of various interventions.

The muscle that is most often investigated is probably the trapezius. Topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have been created covering the muscle partially or entirely using different grids in asymptomatic adults and patients. Binderup et al have even used a cluster analysis to determine the number and location of trapezius regions based on PPT values, confirming that three distinct portions corresponding to the upper, middle, and lower trapezius can be detected. Topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps of the trapezius have revealed that the upper portion is more sensitive to pressure than the middle and lower portions of the muscle and that muscle belly areas are also more sensitive than musculo-tendinous areas in both asymptomatic adults and patients with TTH and migraine and in breast cancer survivors. Furthermore, the topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps that have been generated for the upper portion of the trapezius have revealed that the mid-region of the upper trapezius shows the lowest PPTs as well as the largest number of active trigger points (TrPs) in women suffering from fibromyalgia syndrome and the largest number of latent TrPs in asymptomatic controls.

Similarly, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps of the temporalis muscle have revealed a heterogeneous distribution of the pressure pain sensitivity in adults with chronic or frequent episodic TTH and migraine but not in asymptomatic adults. In these studies, the anterior column of the temporalis is the most sensitive part of the muscle in adults with TTH or migraine. However, this has not been shown in asymptomatic controls in whom the center of the muscle belly was the most sensitive part. In agreement with findings concerning the upper trapezius muscle, the anterior-to-posterior gradient on pressure pain sensitivity is related to the presence of active TrPs in a sample of patients with TTH, suggesting that the heterogeneous distribution of the sensitivity to pressure within a muscle may be related to the presence of TrPs. As depicted by topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps within the same muscle, the hypothesis that the presence of TrPs may be associated with areas exhibiting lower PPT, which has also been proposed by Ge et al. In this study, active TrPs on the painful side and latent TrPs on the non-symptomatic side were located in the mid-region of the infraspinatus and visualized in the topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. Furthermore, a topographical pressure pain sensitivity map of the wrist extensor muscles has also been applied in an experimentally induced pain study in which a glutamate injection into latent TrPs was reported to induce an early occurrence of a locally enlarged area of pressure hyperalgesia associated with spreading central sensitization.

Topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have also been applied to investigate spatial changes in sensitivity to pressure; not just within the same muscle, but also in a particular anatomical area including the scalp, shoulder, elbow, hand, low back, knee, foot, and the entire lower extremity. These studies included different pain populations such as nummular headache, migraine, breast cancer survivors, subacromial pain syndrome, lateral elbow pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, knee osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia syndrome, and in asymptomatic adults or soccer players.

All studies have revealed heterogeneous distribution of pressure pain in the anatomical areas investigated. In general, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have shown that muscle belly areas are the most sensitive to pressure, whereas bony areas are less sensitive to pressure. In addition, particular spatial differences have also been noted in some areas. For instance, it has been found that the anterior part of the scalp is more sensitive to pressure than the middle and posterior parts in both headache patients and asymptomatic controls. In the elbow area, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have shown that the extensor carpi radialis brevis is the most sensitive muscle of the wrist extensors in both adults with unilateral epicondylalgia and asymptomatic controls. Similarly, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps supported that the medial side of the knee joint or the vastus medialis muscle are the most sensitive areas of the lower extremity in both patients with painful knee osteoarthritis and professional soccer players. The papers reporting topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps support a heterogeneous distribution of sensitivity to pressure within the same muscle and within the same body area in both patients with different chronic pain conditions and asymptomatic adults.

Topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have also determined spatial changes in pressure pain sensitivity after the application of eccentric exercise inducing delayed muscle
onset soreness (DOMS) in one muscle, for example, upper trapezius, the whole trapezius or the tibialis anterior, as well as in an agonist-synergist group of muscles such as the wrist extensor muscles. Among these investigations, two studies have shown that DOMS induced in the shoulder results in a heterogeneous development of muscle hyperalgesia throughout the whole trapezius muscle with a developed mechanical hyperalgesia more marked in the muscle belly sites compared with musculo-tendinous sites. Another study has found that application of a bout of high-level uncustomed eccentric exercise causing DOMS within the tibialis anterior muscle provokes pressure hyperalgesia in the muscle belly and lower nociceptive withdrawal reflex threshold. Interestingly, no changes in pressure pain sensitivity have been observed after a second bout of eccentric exercise, suggesting a protective effect (hypoalgesia) named repetitive bout effect. Similar results have also been reported in the upper trapezius muscle in which a generally increased sensitivity was found after the first session, but with no subsequent sessions, of eccentric exercise inducing DOMS. Kawczynski et al have applied topographical pressure sensitivity maps of the lower extremity among professional soccer players before, 24 hours, and 48 hours after a soccer game to report the development of DOMS in the lower limbs, particularly the quadriceps muscle. On the contrary, Andersen et al did not report significant changes in pressure pain sensitivity in the upper trapezius after 20 minutes of static or dynamic exercise. The authors justified this lack of hyperalgesia with the short duration of the exercise program applied in their study.

Two studies have also used repetitive high-level eccentric contractions of the wrist extensor muscles to induce DOMS and/or study the repetitive bout effect. In these studies, topographical pressure sensitivity maps of the elbow revealed heterogeneous distribution of mechanical sensitivity before and after eccentric exercise with the extensor carpi radialis brevis muscle being the most sensitive. Again, a second bout of eccentric exercise did not result in significant changes in pressure pain sensitivity similar to previous findings revealing a hypoalgesic effect of repeated bouts of eccentric contractions in the tibialis anterior and upper trapezius muscles.

Potential applications of topographical pressure sensitivity maps

The application of topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps has provided a new understanding of potential mechanisms underlying mechanical pain sensitivity and their modulation. First, based on the current data, it clearly seems that sensitivity to pressure is not distributed uniformly within the same muscle/portion or body area as depicted by topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. A different distribution of nociceptors within the cutaneous, sub-cutaneous, or muscular tissues is mostly responsible for these differences in pressure pain gradient. In fact, pressure pain hyperalgesia has been related to particular anatomic locations, for example, muscle belly, rather than others, for example, musculo-tendinous junction. Spatial differences in mechanical sensitivity could be explained by the fact that muscle belly sites have differences in blood flow and greater thickness than musculo-tendinous sites. In parallel, underlying bony structures in the musculo-tendinous junctions may provide increased tissue hardness resulting in higher PPT than in the muscle belly. Interestingly, topographical pressure pain maps have also revealed that pressure pain hyperalgesia associated with experimentally induced DOMS is higher in the muscle belly than in musculo-tendinous junctions. This new information is crucial for future studies investigating differences in pressure pain sensitivity among adults suffering from musculoskeletal pain.

Second, it has also been hypothesized that heterogeneous distribution of sensitivity to pressure may contribute to a better understanding of the pain sensitisation mechanisms associated with some chronic pain conditions. For instance, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps have revealed similar spatial heterogeneity in mechanical sensitivity among cleaners. Furthermore, cleaners with long-term sickness absence are characterized by significant pressure hyperalgesia compared with cleaners with no long-term sickness absence. Ge et al did not find significant differences in topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps in the neck–shoulder and elbow regions between computer users with and without neck pain symptoms. Topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps of the knee joint have also been used for the classification of patients with knee osteoarthritis, suggesting that patients with high levels of knee pain associated with low X-ray changes showed particular signs of sensitization such as generalized pressure pain hyperalgesia around the knee, facilitation of temporal summation, reduction of conditioned pain modulation function, and high pain sensitivity index. Finally, it has previously been suggested that the extensor carpi radialis brevis muscle can play an important role in the pathogenesis of lateral epicondylalgia. The studies using topographical pressure sensitivity maps have confirmed that this muscle is the most sensitive to pressure but not to thermal stimuli in adults with lateral epicondylalgia and in asymptomatic adults before and after eccentric exercise, supporting that DOMS can be used as a proper experimen-
tally induced model of lateral epicondyalgia. Therefore, topographical pressure sensitivity maps have provided new information related to sensitization mechanisms in chronic pain conditions, which could also be related to different therapeutic approaches.

As such, a small number of clinical trials have investigated changes in topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. Madeleine et al observed that the use of shock-absorbing insoles in young soccer players training on artificial turf resulted in a large increase in PPTs in the plantar surface of the foot as depicted by topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps of the foot. These authors also showed that ergonomics interventions can be monitored using pressure pain sensitivity maps. Recently, Balaguier et al reported that a program of adapted physical activity applied to vineyard workers experiencing low back pain decreased the mechanical pain sensitivity in the low back as depicted by topographical pressure sensitivity maps. Addressing translational changes, Kawczynski et al showed that specific DOMS reduction training decreased mechanical pain hyperalgesia in the lower extremity 48 hours after a game in professional soccer players as compared with standard recovery training or no physical activity. Another study related to sport sciences addressed the long-term effect of artificial turf among soccer players delineating a long-term favorable trait of artificial turf.

In summary, the application of topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps enables benchmarking of the efficacy of therapeutic, ergonomics, or training interventions. Furthermore, experimentally induced pain studies and clinical trials are warranted.

**Conclusion**

This narrative review presents a new imaging modality, that is, topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. Pain is associated with various extents of hyperalgesia spreading over different body regions. These differences in sensitivity can be monitored using topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. For this purpose, researchers need to define a grid covering the region of interest and, therefore, use anatomical markers or anthropometric values. Then, the assessed PPTs over the possible locations of interest are interpolated in order to generate topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps. This imaging technique has been used in different disciplines like exercise physiology, neurology, physical therapy, occupational medicine, oncology, orthopedics, and sport sciences targeting various body regions like the scalp, low back, neck–shoulder, and upper and lower extremities. The reviewed studies have shown that topographical pressure pain sensitivity maps can be used to assess the extent of hyperalgesia in clinical populations and monitor the changes in pain sensitivity following interventions. Future development may include the standardization of pressure pain sensitivity maps to specific muscles or body regions. Moreover, a better understanding of the underlying structures of the assessed PPTs may contribute to explain the varying extent of hyperalgesia in both experimentally induced and disease-associated pain conditions.
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